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“Let’s go.”The two men at the ninth stage of Body Refining didn’t dare to act rashly and hummed
away.

Omi also hummed.

At that moment, Tang Huan came out, looked at the two men who were far away and said, “Brother, it
seems that our talisman is already attracting attention, and we don’t know if it’s a blessing or a curse.”

“Sister, don’t think about that yet, post the announcement from last night, starting from today, the
Light Cloud Alliance will be officially listed.”Omi instructed.

“Good.”As soon as Tang Huan posted the big announcement, many people gathered around to read it.

Seeing Omi’s announcement that he was going to establish the Light Cloud Alliance, and that the
monthly allowance was so rich, they were incomparably excited, and everyone rushed up, shouting,
“Brother Omi, I want to join the Light Cloud Alliance.”

“Senior Brother Tang, please let me join the Light Cloud Alliance.”

“Brother Omi, I’m kneeling down to beg you.”

This news released by Omi was simply more sensational than a spirit talisman going on sale.Becoming
a core member of the Light Cloud Alliance, five spirit stones per month subsidized ah, even if it was an
internal member, there was three spirit stones per month subsidized, such a generous benefit, this
group of peripheral disciples wouldn’t even fight to the death.Even if you can’t join as a core or
internal member, it’s not bad to be an external member, as you at least have the priority to buy spirit
symbols and don’t have to line up here every day.

So, no matter what type of member, it was very attractive.

Thousands of people were yelling at Omi’s door to join the Light Cloud Alliance. One second to
remember to read the book

This scene was one that Omi had already predicted.

Omi’s scheduled core members were only 30, 100 internal members, and 500 external members.And
the ones who wanted to join were at least several thousand, and there were still many who didn’t
know the news.

Omi looked at the scrambling crowd and said, “Everyone, I’m just releasing the news today, we haven’t
officially started selecting members yet.How about this, today you all go home first, tomorrow at 12
noon, the interviews will officially begin, and anyone who passes the interviews will be able to join the
Light Cloud Alliance.Thank you all for your love.”

Everyone had to stop shouting, but they didn’t leave, even if they didn’t interview until tomorrow,
they would still have to line up here today, the chances of interviewing first would definitely be



greater, and the ones interviewed later would definitely become stricter and stricter, as the number of
places kept decreasing.

Omi closed the door, so many people outside did not leave, Omi was helpless.

The information that Omi was going to establish the Light Cloud Alliance was spread half a day later
throughout the outer circle of disciples of the Flying Cloud Sect.

This news attracted everyone, and everyone who heard the news immediately came outside of Omi’s
house.

By the evening, there were at least eight to nine thousand people waiting there in front of Omi’s
house.

Eight or nine thousand people were waiting to join the Light Cloud Alliance, showing Omi’s charm.Of
course, the first thing that attracted everyone was the spirit stone allowance and the right of first
refusal.

“Brother, there are so many people outside, there are so many people around, will something
happen.”Tang Huan said worriedly.

Tang Miao smiled, “Tang Huan, so many people outside want to enter the Light Cloud Alliance, this
shows that our Omi brother has charisma, haha, our Light Cloud Alliance will definitely become one of
the biggest gangs in the Flying Cloud Sect in the future.I heard Tang Liyun say that the Flying Cloud
Sect is surrounded by many gangs, but most of them are just a few people, or a dozen.The big gangs,
on the other hand, all have hundreds, or even thousands of people.Our Light Cloud Alliance has such a
size before we even enter the inner siege right now, haha.”

Omi was on one side, asking, “Who is Tang Liyun?”

“She’s also a child of our Tang family, a few years older than us, she already assessed into the inner
circle of the Flying Cloud Sect a few years ago, and she’s my sister.”Tang Ming was busy responding.

“Oh, then howmany people from our Tang family, including those who have already assessed into the
Flying Cloud Sect’s Inner Circle, how many are there?”

“

Thirty or so is something,”Don unknown said.

Omi nodded his head.

Just like that, there were more and more people in front of Omi’s house, and by the next morning,
there were more than thirteen thousand people around.

Omi saw so many people and was also a bit afraid of not being able to control it, what if the situation
got out of control.

Tang Huan said, “Brother, with so many people, if the Feiyun Clan’s inner circle knew, they would think
we wanted to rebel.”

“Oh, revolt is impossible, although there are so many people, they’re all weak, so there’s no
use.However, it would be bad if we mess up and cause public outrage.”



“What then?”

“I really have no choice but to raise the number of external members, to one thousand, anyway,
external members, I don’t need to take on anything, just give a right of first refusal.”

“But then, the one thousand talismans you refine every day can be eliminated within the Light Cloud
Alliance.”

“It’s not that exaggerated, and don’t be fooled by the hot sales we’ve had these past few days.The hot
sale these past few days is because many people have bought them, and when another ten days pass,
fewer people will have bought them because many people have already bought them, and their ability
to afford only one or two per month.We, the outer circle of disciples of the Flying Cloud Sect, have a
market of 20,000 to 30,000 talismans at most, and beyond that it’s saturated.Alright, without further
ado, today’s talismans are almost ready to be opened for sale.”

After that, Omi opened the door and sold out today’s 1,000 talismans quickly.Then he said, “Everyone,
the interview starts at 12 noon, but there are conditions to enter the Light Cloud Alliance.If you don’t
meet the conditions, don’t waste your time lining up here.”

“What conditions?”

“One-year disciples must be at least at the third stage of Body Tempering.The second session disciples
must be above the fourth stage of Body Tempering.”

“Ah, it’s so strict, there are simply less than fifty disciples of that first session who are above the third
stage of Body Tempering.”

“That can’t be helped.”Omi said helplessly.

Knowing the conditions of the Light Cloud Alliance, many of those who didn’t meet the conditions left
silently, and the number of people surrounding the outside was suddenly less, and most of them were
second-year disciples.

At 12 noon, Omi began the interviews, and a total of 600 people were admitted.

Omi gathered these 600 people together.

“Everyone, congratulations on becoming part of the Light Cloud Alliance, currently, you are all
external members of the Light Cloud Alliance, to be fair, you will have a duel, and the top 100 in
strength will become internal members of the Light Cloud Alliance.”Omi said.

“What about the core members?”

“The core members must be what I have identified, not relying on selection, in the future if you
perform well, strong, talented, and loyal to the Light Cloud Alliance, it is possible for you to become
core members, everyone, go for it.Now, 600 of you will hold a simple duel to select the strongest 100
people to be selected as internal members.”

Omi drew a large circle on the ground and had 600 people stand inside the circle, then attacked each
other until there were only 100 people left in the circle.

After a few hours of simple PK, Omi selected the 100 most powerful people, all of whom were
second-year disciples and were at the fifth stage of Body Tempering or above.



“Congratulations, you have become internal members of my Light Cloud Alliance, in the future, let’s
grow the Light Cloud Alliance together.Tomorrow, all the members of the Light Cloud Alliance, come
with me to build the Light Cloud Alliance’s headquarters, from now on, every member of our Light
Cloud Alliance will live together, let outsiders know about our power, what do you say?”

“Good.”More than 600 people raised their arms and shouted loudly.

At this point, Omi’s Light Cloud Alliance was officially established, Omi was the Flying Cloud Sect, the
first person who hadn’t yet entered the inner siege and had no background to form a force.
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